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tory of art. For a number of years, the Center has
been acquiring photographs made at the Bauhaus
during its active years. Additionally, photographs
have been added to this collection made by individ
uals associated with the Bauhaus, but made after the
Bauhaus no longer existed.
We are pleased to present the following essay by
Suzanne Pastor, whose research into the Center's col
lection and the history of the Bauhaus provide a new
look at the environment of play, adventure, experi
ment, and craftsmanship that characterized this unique
institution. Ms. Pastor's scholarship in this area pro
vides new information concerning both the myths
and reality that have grown up around the Bauhaus.

of the Center for Creative
Photography include four areas of interest: lifetime
archives of photographers, special collections repre
senting some unique aspect of an artist's work, on
going contemporary selections representing the spirit
of the day, and concentrated collections representing
artistic movements, trends, or fashions. This issue of
The Archive is devoted to one of the collections repre
senting a uniquely influential artistic movement, that
of the Bauhaus.
The Bauhaus was, of course, an institution and
not a movement per se during its own time. Never
theless, the effect that it had upon Western society in
both the design and look of our everyday lives was as
significant as any recognized movement in the his-

THE COLLECTION GOALS
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Franz Roh: untitled
21.9 x 15.2 cm
82:029:004

Photography and the Bauhaus
by

SUZANNE

E.

PASTOR

Walter Funkac, T. Lux Feininger, Irene Bayer, Lotte
Beese, and Gertrud Arndt, all of whom photographed
rather extensively at the Bauhaus-and none of whom
learned photography there-emphasize repeatedly that
there was no such thing. Photography was "in the
air" throughout Europe just like a lot of other things,
an international phenomenon and nothing out of the
ordinary at the Bauhaus. They recall that every sec
ond person was taking pictures on the side, and no
body thought it particularly remarkable. Certainly no
one would have thought to call him- or herself a pho
tographer. They are surprised that those pictures arc
being exhibited now.'
In the early twenties there were several schools
providing training in photography to which aspiring
design students could apply. The Folkwangschule in
Essen offered instruction in graphic art, photography,
typography, and advertising under Max Burchartz's
direction as of 1926, three years before the Bauhaus
established a photography department under Petcr
hans. A progressive school for design in Moscow,
Vkhutemas, or Free State Art-Technical Workshops,
was established in 1918 along lines very similar to the
Bauhaus. Alexander Rodchcnko and El Lissitsky led
workshops there in construction (form) and metal
design. Its goal was the integration of art with pro
duction design for the benefit of the national econo
my. By 1926, the Kunstgcwerbeschulc Burg Gicbich
cnstcin in Halle offered courses in photography under
Hans Finslcr, who taught there between 1922 and
1932 after studying art history in Munich under the
influential Heinrich WolfAin. There was considerable
contact between the Bauhaus and these latter two
schools especially. In Berlin, the Lette-Verein had

of those who have studied at the Bauhaus
that they carry forever after an invisible Adelsbrief
or patent of nobility. Despite this halo bestowed by
history and historians upon chose who attended the
Bauhaus-and perhaps because of this halo-it has
become increasingly necessary to attempt a clearer
contextual study of the Bauhaus phenomenon: from
its foundation in 1919 as a school of art and design
by the architect Walter Gropius, through its colorful
course during a period of extreme economic and po
litical instability, co its ultimate dissolution in 1933
with the coming to power of the right-wing National
Socialist Party under Adolf Hitler.
The phenomenon of photography's rebirth in Eu
rope between the two world wars appeared in a mul
titude of new guises variously labeled "experimen
tal," "New Vision," "New Photography," and "New
Objectivity." The practice of photography at the Bau
haus and its alleged subsequent international influence
require closer study. As is the case with ocher major
aspects of the Bauhaus, such as the notion of a sin
gular Ba11hausstil or the definition of a homogenous,
unified Bauhaus Piidagogik, the case for a Bauhaus
photography is comprised more of fiction than fact.
Notwithstanding the well-documented presences of
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Herbert Bayer, and Walter
Peterhans, all of whom used photography at the
Bauhaus at some point, the question may well be
raised: ls it correct to write about "Bauhaus photog
raphy" at all?
For many who studied and photographed at the
Bauhaus, the concept of a "Bauhaus photography"
appears largely a myth. Outspoken former Bauhaus
members, or "Bauhauslers," including Lucia Moholy,
IT 1s SAID
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a new society. The Bauhaus underwent several trans
formations during the course of its fourteen-year
existence, both thriving and surviving in the unstable
political atmosphere of Germany between the two
world wars.
It had developed similarly to nineteenth-century
movements in art school reform, like those of John
Ruskin and Gottfried Semper in the 1850s, William
Morris in the 1890s, and the Deutsche Werkbund in
the first decade of the twentieth century, seeking to
revive hand craftsmanship lost through industrializa
tion and reconcile human creativity with modern tech
nology. By 1923 it was recognized that what was tak
ing place was, in effect, a production of individual,
handcrafted goods, affordable only to a wealthy elite
and of little benefit to industry or society. With the
departure of Itten and establishment of Moholy-Nagy
and Josef Albers, the Bauhaus joined the new interna
tional constructivist movements leading toward what
Gropius in 1923 termed "art and technology-a new
unity."
In 1924 the school was moved to Dessau, an hour's
drive southwest of Berlin, into modern glass and steel
quarters designed by Gropius, where it attracted
many forward-looking young students through its

been trammg women for the profession since 1866.
Considering the widespread photographic activity at
these and other schools, it would be as distorting to
address in isolation such concepts as "Folkwangschule
photography," "Vkhutemas photography," or "Burg
Giebichenstein photography" as to validate the term
"Bauhaus photography."
Contributing to the mythology of "a" photogra
phy at the Bauhaus are a few aging misconceptions,
the most common of which is that Moholy-Nagy
officially taught photography there.2 A second mis
conception is that Bayer was a professor of photogra
phy at the Bauhaus . Many of the innovations of the
early twenties in photography, typography, printing,
and graphic art frequently and generously credited to
the Bauhaus gene pool-such "inventions" as the
photocollage, photomontage, and photogram-orig
inated outside the Bauhaus and are better referred to
as adaptations or applications.
Exhibitions and publications bearing the title "Bau
haus Photography" contribute to photohistorical dis
tortion, for the term is in many ways a misnomer. In
order to place the phenomenon into a broader, more
accurate context, the term Bauhaus photographs is
recommended: it refers not to a movement or kind of
photography but to images made by Bauhaus teach
ers and students or relating to Bauhaus people, events,
objects, exercises, graphics, publications, and archi
tectural structures. The actual subject of this essay
is photography at the Bauhaus. With respect to the
Bauhaus as a school, the emphasis is on the use of
photography among the Bauhauslers, as well as on
the prevailing art theories that may have affected this
practice.
The Bauhaus was a school for art and design
founded in 1919 by the architect Gropius in Weimar,
a small historic city near Berlin, the home of Goethe
and che birthplace of the democratic Weimar Repub
lic. The early Weimar roster of Bauhaus "masters"
(as the professors were called) included the modern
artists Lyonel Feininger, Johannes ltten, Wassily Kan
dinsky, Paul Klee, Georg Muche, Gerhard Marcks,
and Oskar Schlemmer, as well as a team of master
craftsmen. Under the primary aegis of a progressive
architecture, it was sought to unify the various arts
painting, theatre, weaving, furniture-making, sculp
ture-into a modern synthesis which eliminated the
distinction between "fine" and "applied" arts and
contributed in a concrete way toward the building of

Lotte Uccsc.:: untitled
(group portrait of weaving workship), ca. I 928
Published on cover of Ba11/,a11s 2:-1, 1928
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well-publicized plans to engineer a new society
whose utopian vision included the constructive use
of technology.
Foregoing the encouragement of the artist-as-in
dividual in favor of training the artist-as-engineer, it
retained the Werkstatt (workshop or apprentice) sys
tem of medieval days while focusing on mass tech
nology. After completing the mandatory preliminary
course, students entered the weaving, metal, sculp
ture, architecture, wall-painting, or typography work
shop (these also changed form over the years), where
they were taught to let economy and function guide
the design of products that could be suitable for mass
reproduction.
Through extensive publicity, the Bauhaus became
a highly visible and influential school for design that
was then and is today often mistaken for a unified
movement, style, or philosophy. The Bauhaus Biicher
(book series) and Bauhaus quarterly journal pub
lished radical new theories on architecture, painting,
photography and film, stage, and typography by au
thors from Russia and Holland and by the Bauhaus
masters themselves. The Bauhaus Band (a jazz con
glomerate of uninhibited and inventive musicians)
and the Bauhaus Stage under Schlemmer's direction
were extremely popular and controversial through
out Germany and other European countries. Exhibi
tions, especially in the late twenties, made the Bauhaus
and its products known to a broad public.
An increasing number of companies ventured to
produce Bauhaus designs for furniture, wallpaper,
lamps, and fabrics, and made use of the typogra
phy department for their advertisements, brochures,
posters, and exhibition designs. For example, by
1932, three million rolls of Bauhaus wallpaper de
signs produced by the Rasch Brothers and Company
of Hannover had been sold. The royalty income re
sulting from contracts with industry was about thirty
million Deutschmarks a year. The Bauhaus was nev
er, however, able to support itself entirely and was
largely financed by the city of Dessau under Mayor
Fritz Hesse.
Increasing political tension and financial problems
caused Gropius, the diplomatic but progressive direc
tor of this avant-garde establishment, to resign in
1928 and appoint a new director, the Swiss architect
Hannes Meyer. Although able to increase the school's
efficiency, Meyer turned out to be too radically left
for the changing political climate in Dcssau and was

replaced by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in 1930. In
1932 the radical right led to the school's rapid demise
for it was viewed as a citadel of immoral "Kultur
bolschewismus" (cultural Bolshevism) funded by the
German taxpayer. The Dessau compound was forced
to close and the building taken over by the new Na
tional Socialist Party regime, which used it to train
police officers. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe was able
to salvage the name and use the school's royalty in
come to reopen the school in an empty telephone fac
tory in Berlin, but this, too, was condemned by the
NSP in 1933 and closed for good.
The Bauhaus refused to die, however. A New
Bauhaus opened in Chicago under the direction of
Moholy-Nagy in 1937. It foundered and was reestab
lished as the School for Design, later renamed the In
stitute of Design. Many principles and teaching prac
tices established by the Bauhaus were integrated into
art school programs throughout the world and remain
in effect to this day.
Mies declared years later in America:
The Bauhaus was not an institution with a clear
program-it was an idea ... the fact that it was
an idea, I think, is the cause of this enormous
influence the Bauhaus has had on every progres
sive school around the globe . You cannot do
that with organization, you cannot do that with
propaganda. Only an idea spreads so far.'

There is a certain fascination about the Bauhaus,
the irresistible aura of the avant-garde. Also inherent
in the Bauhaus era is the drama lent by the cultural
melting pot of nearby Berlin, the Russian revolution,
socialism, idealism, Hitler, and the two world wars
that frame it. The Bauhaus seems in retrospect to
have blossomed like some fantastic species of mush
room in the so-called "rubble" of post-war Europe.
The Bauhaus is often associated with the origin of the
international style in modern architecture. Though
founded and directed by architects, the Bauhaus had
neither a well-defined architecture study program
nor an established architecture department until
1927-aftcr eight of the school's total fourteen years
of existence had already passed. The architectural ac
tivity at the Bauhaus after 1922 owed much in terms
of orientation and philosophical foundation to the
Dutchman Theo van Doesburg's De Stijl movement,
established with Pict Mondrian in 1917. Van Docs-
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Bauhaus Workshops and Masters

DIRECTORS 1919-1933

I
I

Walter Gropius

Hannes Meyer
Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe

PRELIMINARY COURSE 1919-1933
Johannes ltten

Georg Muche
Josef Albers

lc..·Jdung mtcrm1ncntly

', ..-I ".

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy

ARCHITECTURE 1927-1933

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

Thi� workshop was not formally c-stabh!>hcd unul 1927.

Walter Gropius

I

Adolf Meyer
Hannes Meyer

Hans Wittwer
Anton Brenner

'I

I
I

Alfred Arndt
Ludwig Hilbershimer
Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe
Lily Reich

I

I
I

I

Other m.1\tcr� JCtivc and/or tcach111g 111 the architccrnrc department· Georg Muchc (1921-23), M:uccl Breuer (1925-28), Carl F1cgcr (192730). Edvard Ilc1lbcrg (1930). Mart Stam (1928-29), Johannes R1edd (1928-30). Alcar Rudclt (1928-33), and Friedrich Engemann (1928-33)

FURNITURE 1919-1928

Walter Gropius
Marcel Breuer

METAL 1919-1933

Johannes ltten

Oskar Schlemmer

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
Josef Albers

Alfred Arndt

After 1928 the 1nc:tal .md furnuurc: worbhops were combined.

, -:.,. ,: \ .,J. - l_ - / .,,.

I
I

..!, \

_1 _

In 1930, Mccal. Furmtun:, and Wall Pamtmg were combmcd co form the Interior Design worbhop
which ha,;; lx-c.•n mcludcci under the- Arc-h11t."cturc department

I

I

I '\
1.:::- /, \' /\

Lily Reich

I
I

I

I

I

I

CERAMICS 1919-1925

Gerhard Marcks

Director

Master

111111111 Present but not teaching

,'I

--

I ...- I

', I Student

Durmg tlw Wc1m.1r period. "vorkshops provided the artl!)llC d1rcct1011 of m.15ter5. and directors as 'I.veil as the ccchmcal cxpcrt1�l· of master
cr.1ft\111en. Thl· lJttcr hJ.Vl' not btcn listed here.

PAINTING/DRAWING 1919-1933

N01 an official worhhop.

Johannes ltten

Lyonel Feininger
Paul Klee

Wassily Kandinsky
Oskar Schlemmer

Joost Schmidt

PLASTIC (SCULPTURE) 1919-1932
Johannes ltten

I

Oskar Schlemmer

--,·--,

I

,- ....

I

I

.,,..,_,,..,

,.:• ,,,-, ,.. --, ,-,-1--�

Joost Schmidt

Georg Muche

WEAVING 1919-1933

I

Georg Muche
Gunta Stolz!
Paul Klee
Anni Albers
Otti Berger

I' '-

_,

--,

--

� -;_ I \ -, ' - I - I /
/_
/,,,
Tt·.ilchm� mtenmttcntl,·

I

I

•,

2 ,.... �'-�I ; _!�-;'I; ,,, '-;: !.,'�.

I
-1 '�- /'' ;-I \ I\ I�\/

·- ',

- -- t

.,, ,,,,-��1,-11,,-,

Lily Reich

WALL PAINTING 1920-1933
Oskar Schlemmer/Johannes ltten
\Vassily Kandinsky
Hinnerk Scheper

I

alternately

I
I

.,..:-1'_-1/''

Alfred Arndt

STAGE 1921-1929

� : / ..._ _,.!.

,1 :_\I

I

I

,,. ;' '-1,

/ _:

II11II III111II!

Lothar Schreyer

Oskar Schlemmer

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

TYPOGRAPHY/ADVERTISING/EXHIBITION DESIGN 1925-1932
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
Herbert Bayer
Joost Schmidt

Ernst Kallai

PHOTOGRAPHY 1929-1933
Walter Peterhans

Although referred to .l.!> a worbhop, photogr.1phy at the Bauhaus was actually a cour-_,c taught by Walter
Pctcrhans and ,11,•as considered as part of the ·1ypogr.1phy/Advcnising/Exh1bu1on Design work�hop under
the d1n·cuo11 ofJoost "chm1dt

I __________________________________.
....

CIIAI\T DESIGNl:I) IIY LI\A CLAUSEN AND NANCY �OLOMON

burg and other leading constructivists from Russia
Naum Gabo, Nicolaus Pevsner, and El Lissitzky
who came to Berlin in 1921, were decisive forces caus
ing the Bauhaus change of identity in 1923 from a
medieval arts-and-crafts-oriented school to one of the
most progressive schools for design in the western
world.
What resulted from that change is often referred to
as BaulzauJJtil. Though the term has been used to de
scribe architecture, furniture, lamp, wallpaper, din
nerware, and even underwear design, there never was
a single, characteristic style that was pure Bauhaus,
just as there was no one design for steel-tubing chairs
or lamp fixtures produced by its engineers.The Bau
haus accommodated a heterogeneous and international
mixture of creative influences stemming from cubism,
abstract expressionism, De Stijl, dada, constructivism,
and surrealism, as well as political attitudes including
democratic socialist and leftist convictions.As an edu
cational center that disseminated modern ideas from
several movements, its impact is less a matter of de
sign or style than one of educational philosophy. Its
teaching methods demanded rational thought and free
experimentation in a spirit of discovery destined for
a new society-a goal of utopian stature.
This brings us to a remaining myth-that there
was a single Padagogik or educational philosophy uni
fying art and technology.Masters ltten, Muche, Fein
inger, Kandinsky, Klee, Schlemmer, Josef Albers, and
Moholy-Nagy (to name only some) had differing ap
proaches to teaching and their own idiosyncratic theo
ries about art, its functions, goals, meaning, and value
for society. Their individual artistic viewpoints were
embedded in classroom activity; many of the students
had come to study painting specifically under one of
the "names" whose work they had seen in exhibitions
and were attracted to. Ultimately, the question of
how the Bauhaus educational philosophy uniformly
influenced the way people built a table or took a pho
tograph is not so important as the positive, forward
looking educational environment and the special Geist
of the era.
Seen in a broader socio-political context in Europe,
the pervasive call for reform in the revolutionary
period after World War I paralleled the need for some
thing radically new in the arts to reflect major politi
cal changes. The final rejection of old cultural norms
took on as many forms as there were "isms." The
world was undergoing a general defamiliarization

process-one had to destroy in order to create. The
search for a new order caused a general polarization
of social, political, and cultural factions throughout
Europe, especially in Germany and Russia. Basically,
the option was between the established forms of ro
manticism descending from the early nineteenth cen
tury and new progressive attitudes variously described
as Amerikanisnws, modernism, and industrialism.
In America, where modernism was not a goal but
an established system, industrialization was seen by
artists not as an ideal but as an insufficiently harnes
sed force responsible for the dehumanization of life.
In 1922, Paul Strand criticized the materialistic use of
technology in his essay "Photography and the New
God":
Despite our seeming wellbeing we are, perhaps,
more than any other people, being ground under
the heel of the new God f machine], destroyed
by it.... We have it with us and upon us with
a vengeance, and we will have to do something
about it eventually. ...it is the vision of the
artist, of the intuitive seeker after knowledge,
which, in this modern world, has seized upon
the mechanism and materials of a machine, and
is pointing the way.•
A positive, more optimistic view of the machine's
potential for the artist was one furthered by Moholy
Nagy, who adapted it more broadly within the philo
sophical principles and goals of constructivism. This
eventually formed the skeleton of the Bauhaus idea
and gave the school its raison d'etre. The point was to
start from zero and create a new reality, a new soci
ety-to take control and reinvent Utopia. In 1922,
Moholy-Nagy chose the constructivism introduced
by van Doesburg and the Russians in 1920 from the
many "isms" of art because he saw technology as the
reality of his century. To exist and act within the demo
cratic spirit of the time was to use the machine. As
Moholy-Nagy explained, "Before the machine every
one is equal. There is no tradition in technology, no
consciousness of class."' Creativity no longer rested
in the skill of the individual hand, but in the head, the
manner in which one put machines at one's service.
The constructivists were exploring a new cosmos
and inventing new space-field relationships made pos
sible by the advent of abstract art.It was believed one
could construct (as opposed to re-construct or re10

present) a non-iconic image or sculptural form accord
ing to specific laws of form and color composition,
which effected specific reactions in the viewer because
of a priori biological laws of apperception. The phe
nomenon of vision was, therefore, a subject of intense
study, parallel to related fields of psychology intro
duced by Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung. Such studies
provided the objective and even scientific justification
for art at a time when making subjective art leading
toward self-fulfillment or self-discovery was dismissed
as superfluous co the progress of society. Moholy
Nagy "conducted experiments" on canvas in his spare
time, and his investigations of the photogram were
extensive enough to have led to aesthetic fulfillment.
As important as the advent of abstraction, the
avant-garde experimentation in the realm of reality
based vision-viewpoint, perspective, composition,
and light itself-was an essential factor in the parallel
emergence of modern art and modern photography.
These explorations took place both within and out
side the boundaries of the picture plane-in film, on
book covers, posters, buildings, and in exhibition
spaces. This aspect of the emerging modern aesthetic
is particularly relevant to photography: subject mat
ter had changed as had the way it was depicted. Otto
Stelzer, in a discussion of the bird's-eye view, notes
the nineteenth-century artist's rejection of conven
tional objective reality in favor of a romantic subjec
tivity, emphasizing the major problem of the nine
teenth century as that of choice of perspective. In this
context the photographic vision is part of a broader
search for new modes of dealing with the objective
world.
Photography both constructed and reflected real
ity at that time. It provided a new look to parallel the
new world of machines and locomotives, electrical
lines, smokestacks, skyscrapers, and busy intersec
tions. With the aid of the camera lens, the eye could
compose an image by framing the subject or crop
ping the pictorial elements. With the help of scissors
and paste, the photocollage technique functioned by
the same principle and allowed for the construction
of a new reality from real clements.
These abstracts or constructs of the real world could
be diagonally framed sections from recognizable ob
jects or scenes, preferably modem, where dynamism
is achieved by radical angles, by frozen movement,
or by machinelike repetition of mass-produced forms.
Or, they could be, as in the phocogram, total ab-

RolfCavacl: untitled
(Photo gram), 1931

stractions forming an independent formal aesthetic
bounded by the picture frame. Ranging from the si
multaneous presentation of multiple perspectives (e.g.,
double exposure, photomontage, and the work of
the futurists, dadaists, surrealists, and vorticists) to
the constructed spectator's perspective (e.g., the un
usual points of view favored by radical formalists:
such as that of the frog or bird, or a view through
image-framing structures, or reflections in mirrors),
these aberrations evoked a novel pathos of modern
life. Rodchenko attempted to make the camera into
a "school for vision" wherein unusual perspectives
awakened perception and trained one to see the world
with fresh eyes unhampered by convention. In fact,
these technical aberrations were the expressive means
the photographic medium had to offer if the camera
operator knew how to wield them. Those who did
brought the world a new vision.
In Paris, Berlin, Moscow, and New York, photo
graphy had become a new god by the early thirties.
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The term New Objectivity caught on as the re
spect for external reality and technological products
became fashionable. The mass-produced object was
brought into the limelight by the photograph, which
drew attention to stereotyped form and could define
its repetition. Herbert Molderings has described the
obsessive object photography of the era as the "picto
rial expression of commodity fetishism.""
Katherine Grant Sterne, an American critic, re
marked in 1931, "For a good many years now, an
interest in photography has been the hall-mark of the
chic.'"' In 1917, Strand and Charles Sheeler exhibited
at Marius De Zayas's Modern Gallery in New York
City. In 1923, Alfred Stieglitz had a one-man show
at the Anderson Galleries; he organized The Intimate
Gallery (1925-29) at 489 Park Avenue and later An
American Place (1929-46), where he held more than
seventy-five exhibitions of painting, sculpture, and
photography. By 1923, Herwarth Walden's Der Sturm
gallery in Berlin had presented the work of Francis
Bruguicre, Lissitsky, Moholy-Nagy, and Man Ray.
In New York, Levy's gallery opened in 1931 with
A111erica11 Retrospecti11r, a photography exhibition or
ganized with the help of Stieglitz, followed by the
photographs of Nadar and Eugene Atget. Nearby, an
exhibition Russian Photographs was presented by the
American-Russian Institution. Levy's S11realis111e show
in 1932 lumped together, with no protest on the part
of the artists, the diverse work of Atget, George
Platt Lynes, Bayer, Moholy-Nagy, and Otto Umbehr,
known as Umbo, with that of self-declared surreal
ists such as Man Ray and Max Ernst; Levy's more
comprehensive exhibition Modrrn E11ropea11 Photogra
phy followed.
Photography became part of the modern chic of
the twenties in leading European and American capi
tals; it was published in the major avant-garde art
journals and exhibited in art galleries as le demier rri.
The new ideas and their visual components spread
quickly; Berlin was especially well suited-both geo
graphically and because of internationally active insti
tutions like Walden's Der Sturm to serve as cultural
disseminator. They were advanced in several impor
tant art journals modeled after Herwarth Walden's
magazine, Der Sturm, which he published between
1910 and 1932. Such publications as van Doesburg's
De St!jl in Holland, Lajos Kassak's MA in Hungary
and later Vienna, Le Corbusier's L'f:isprit 01111ea11,
the H.ussian exile journal Ves/15(/,, and the American

Photographs were machine art-and the machine as
icon had found its era. Machine-made objects were
idealized in photography, painting, sculpture, and the
graphic arts; they formed the subject matter and style
of the modern vision and ushered in the new religion
of progress. A certain pathos der Sachlichkeit became
an intellectual mode that embodied a sympathy for
technology and the machine and reflected the new re
spect for the commodity. Fundamental to the aesthetic
of the new era was the beauty of the machine and
a glorification of secular iconography. Julien Levy
recalls Ferdinand Leger's visits to New York:
He was the only artist who ever really discon
certed me, because he liked e11erythi11g ... He
was delighted with any skyscraper, or an auto
mobile salesroom with a motor in a glass case,
any bathroom display or central heating system,
electric, construction, chemistry or aviation ex
hibit, any advertising billboard. I think he be
lieved all the advertisements."

New World urban topography was celebrated in
such books as Erich Mendelsohn's A111erica: Picture
Book of a,1 Architect (1926) and Franz Kollmann's
Scho11heit drr Teclmik (1928). Albert Renger-Patzsch's
photography of machine parts, smokestacks, tools,
and factories entered the realm of creativity by re
moving these subjects from their original functional
context and subjecting them to an aestheticism based
on this new idealization of the object. A popular song
of the twenties ran:
There's something in the air called objectivity,
there's something in the air like electricity.
There's something in the air, and it's in the air,
the air,
there's something in the air that you can't resist.
There's something in the air, and it's in the air,
And you can't get it out of the air.'

New Objectivity made its impact in Germany in
the middle of 1925 through an exhibition of painting
organized by Gustav Hartlaub, the curator of the
Mannheim Kunsthalle, and the critic Franz Roh. The
term is often misunderstood to mean "objectivity"
in the photographic medium, while "thingness" is
meant. Renger-Patzsch's book Die Welt is1 Srhii11 had
originally been titled by him "Die Dinge."
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ers and book illustration; and reportage, featuring
unexpected forcshortenings, unusual perspectives, and
strong use of light and shadow. Edward Weston and
Edward Steichen organized the American contri
bution (including Bruguicre, Imogen Cunningham,
Strand, Sheeler, Ralph Steiner, and Weston's own
teenage son among others), and Moholy-Nagy was
responsible for European representation. Included in
the creative photography sections were contributions
from the Bauhaus students Marianne Brandt, Edmund
Collcin, T. Lux Feininger, Werner Feist, Walter Funkat,
Lotte Gerson, and Heinz Loew. Separate entries in
cluded the work of Bauhaus-related artists Lucia
Moholy, Irene and Herbert Bayer, Florence Henri,
Andreas Fciningcr, Umbo, Max Burchartz, and Wer
ner Graeff. Other schools represented included the
Kunstgcwcrbeschulc Burg Geibichenstcin, the Folk
wangschulc in Essen, the Lctte-Verein in Berlin, and
the Mcistcrschulc flir Dcutschlands Buchdrtickcr in
Munich where typographers Jan Tschichold and Paul
Renner taught.
At this time, several innovative photo books were
published. An advertisement for one of them,
printed in a 1929 issue of the Bauhaus journal, read:

Broom were all attempts to grasp, expose, and ad
vance the causes of a plurality of movements from
several countries and to unite the common underpin
nings. The manifestos of all the "isms" were published
along with avant-garde painting, graphics, creative
writing (e.g., Upton Sinclair, Gertrude Stein, Vladi
mir Majakovsky), architecture, and furniture design.
Photography and film were included with other art
forms as an important new delegate to the cause of
modernism.
In the newly expanded field of photojournalism,
the demand for New Vision photography increased
by the publishers of modern illustrated weeklies
throughout Germany. The manipulative power of the
photograph in the realm of politics was used with ut
most success by politically active artists, such as John
Heartfield, Georg Grosz, and Hanna Hoch, in Willi
Munzenbcrg's AIZ (Arbeiter Il/11strierte Zeifl111,e.) 1 the
organ of the proletarian movement.
The Pressa exhibition in Cologne, 1928, demon
strated other new applications of photography in
propaganda and exhibition design. El Lissitsky pro
vided the most remarkable contribution with his flow
ing, kaleidoscopic photomontage displays plastered
on the ceilings, walls, panels, and floors of the Rus
sian Pavilion. The lntematio11a/ Hn/i<'II<' Exltibitio11 in
Dresden, 1930, and other multimedia exhibitions,
greatly broadened the potential of the medium in the
realm of mass visual communication.
A culmination point in photography's new status
was the 1929 Film 1111d Foto exhibition organized by
the Deutsche Werkbund in Stuttgart. T his was to date
the most comprehensive and international expression
of photography and film's new standing within art,
science, and mass communication; it traveled exten
sively and was well documented in a catalog, unlike
previous exhibitions of similar importance, such as
the 1928 e11e Wege der Photograpltie Oena Kunstver
ein) or the 1929 Fotografie da Cege11111an (Folkwang
Museum, Essen). Erich Stengcr's private collection
provided a photohistorical section; photography's ap
plication in science was demonstrated with entries by
companies such as I. G. Farben, Junkers Aircraft, and
optical manufacturers; examples of photojournalism
were also exhibited. Lissitsky and his wife Sophie
KLippers organized the three most important Russian
contributions to the New Photography: stills from
Russian film, showing the close connection between
film and photography in Russia at that time; post-

Whoever enjoys novel and unusual photographs,
as we sec them today in newspapers, advertise
ments and magazines, and who would like him
self to make such pictures, cannot do without
this book from Graeff.'"

Another read:

This hundred-picture book, just published, sig
nifies something totally new and is TIIE GIFT
BOOK Fon EVERYONE . . . It is as if we have
learned to sec everything anew and deeper ...
this publication ...discloses to the eye undiscovered territory ...("An astounding book"Thomas Mann)."

The foreword to another told its readers:

our book docs not only mean to say "the world
is beautiful," but also: the world is exciting, cruel
and weird ... therefore pictures were included
that might shock aesthetes who stand aloof. ,J

At the Bauhaus, most people remained relatively
unaware of the medium's spreading popularity in the
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gallery and publishing scenes throughout the twen
ties; they were busy with projects in other areas like
architecture, weaving, and furniture design, and
were rather unconcerned by the notion of photo
graphy as exhibitable art. For them photography was
simply something i11 der Luft (in the air), practiced
11ebenbei (on the side) a11s Spaj3 (for fun). The issue of
its relationship to art was not a burning one except
within a small, elite circle in the public eye. This at
titude reflected the much larger issue of art's dis
placed value to society as a medium for subjective
fulfillment.
The machine that could make images was, however,
a popular novelty item that many students acquired,
despite their generally drastic financial situations.It is
important to remember that extreme inflation caused
photography to remain a relative luxury in the Weimar
Republic. Many owned cheap "drugstore" cameras; a
few sacrificed lunches, eating the nutritionally useless
but calorie-rich Pa/111i11 coconut fat on a Brotchen in
stead, in order to purchase a Voigtlander, Ermanox,
or even a Leica when it came on the market in May
of 1925. A few makeshift darkrooms were set up in
bathrooms and basements around the Dessau com
plex. Lux Feininger recalls using his inverted camera
lens as an enlarger in a darkroom shared with his
brother Andreas in his father's Master House on cam
pus; most of the enlargements from his Bauhaus days
were made with this crudely rigged, but perfectly
adequate, apparatus.
Walter Funkat, now 78 years old and living in East
Germany at Halle where he has been an art professor
at Burg Giebichenstein, had set up the first official
"unofficial" darkroom around 1927 before the arrival
of Walter Peterhans. There was one very primitive
enlarger owned by the school at that point. The school
also owned a wooden 13 x 18 cm view camera and a
few lenses that could be borrowed by the adventurous.
Due to the expense of photographic paper and
chemicals, the lack of enlargers, and the acceptance of
the contact print as adequate for most purposes, most
Bauhaus photographs are quite small, on the average
around 4 x 5 inches. In the later years, paper and
chemistry were provided for experimentation and
test prints; the enlargements sometimes prepared for
exhibitions or publications had to be financed by the
individual; color film was used only rarely.
To a limited extent, a familiarity with photograph
ic paper was garnered in the preliminary course.

Werner Feist recalls Albers bringing some printing
out paper to class one day for students to experiment
with, and a photogram by him featuring a razor blade
and scattered hair stubs testifies to this exercise. The
use of photographs in collages or constructions was
not infrequent as part of the preliminary course work.
However, its importance lay much more in the graph
ic design experiments of the typography department,
especially in the later twenties.
Just as most of the Bauhaus students remained un
affected by any prevailing controversy about the me
dium's art status, for it did not occur to them to make
the connection, much of the publishing activities of
Bauhaus masters often went unnoticed. Students were
not expected to be book-loving and had not necessar
ily read Moholy-Nagy's book Malerei, P/10tograpltie,
Fi/111 when it was published in 1925. Lux Feininger
says Moholy-Nagy's book" ...was certainly known
to me, but I cannot call it an influence ... I rather
sought to remain uninfluenced."u Another Bauhausler,
when asked about the influence of Die Welt ist Scho11,
said "Didn't Peterhans make that book?" 1 • Concern
ing the author of the latter book, Feininger said"Yes,
l was aware of Renger-Patzsch, but that was lthenl
chiefly because his self-portrait and mine figured on
the same page of Die Woclte as 'famous new photog
raphers,' " a description Feininger found rather amus
ing at the time, since he was and is a painter.'"
Informal exhibitions of short duration in the hall
ways and on free wall space were, however, not in
frequent in the later years of the Bauhaus. The quar
terly titled Ba11ha11s occasionally listed such upcoming
informal shows, many organized by students them
selves, along with the lectures and guest speakers
scheduled. Student photographs were occasionally
published in the quarterly. Moholy-Nagy showed his
preliminary course students examples of his own and
others' photographs, photocollages, and photograms.
Photography was certainly"in the air." Ideas about
art, nature, and society were absorbed during lectures
given by the masters and enriched by the guest speak
ers invited to the Bauhaus, among them Malevich,
Mondrian, Naum Gabo, van Doesburg, Albert Ren
ger-Patzsch, Lissitsky, Rodchenko, and Einstein. In
the air was something more effective than any specific
practical instruction: a charged atmosphere, the famous
Zei((?eist that caught everyone in a communal striving
for the better, the modern, and the new. Werner Feist
writes:
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ality; a11d, the new technology had made it fast, easy,
and fun. They photographed their friends, their par
ties, and their vacations. They made snapshots. These
were dilettantes, in effect. Photography had a special
aura of machine magic about it and the initiated rec
ognized the special power it gave them to compose
and record fragments of real life in an instant.
The question of "how" and "what" one photo
graphed at the Bauhaus can be approached with a re
gard for what the first-year students encountered. Of
great importance was the preliminary course, an in
troduction to thinking about material and form, which
all newcomers to the Bauhaus had to complete before
entering one of the specialized departments called
Werksti:itte, such as furniture making, weaving, stage,
sculpture, wall-painting, and later architecture, typog
raphy, and photography. Between 1919 and 1923, the
first-semester preliminary course was led by Johannes
Itten, an extremely dedicated teacher and Mazdaznan
mystic who in 1919 introduced to the Bauhaus many
of the teaching exercises later modified by Moholy
Nagy and Albers. Albers came to the Bauhaus after
previous art study and completed the preliminary
course under Itten before becoming a master himself
in 1923. Gropius asked the relatively young and inex
perienced Moholy-Nagy to teach at the Bauhaus in
the same year after seeing the exhibition of his con
structivist art at Der Sturm.
The preliminary course taught students to work
with materials freely, without prejudice and with an
eye for their innate and/or potential functional appli
cations. Additional lectures by Klee, Kandinsky, Fein
inger, and others dealt with problems of color, ana
lytical drawing, form, and abstraction. The infusion
of dadaist and surrealist principles into Bauhaus teach
ing practice came partly as a result of ltten's ex
plorations into the unconscious and partly from the
introduction of the absurd by a number of dada-con
structivists like van Doesburg, Werner Graeff, Raoul
Hausmann, and Max Burchartz. The juxtaposition of
found objects in a totally uninhibited manner and the
discovery and appreciation of their novel aesthetic
Reiz, or charm, enticement, stimulation, and irrita
tion helped lead to a complete release from previous
ly held ideas and conventions about art. As early as
1902, Klee had made use of found objects in nature,
which he recorded from estranged perspectives with
his pocket Kodak, as reference for his abstract-expres
sionist paintings. 18 The Dutch artist Paul Citroen's fa-

What I was looking for [in photography] was
experimentation with this relatively new and
rapidly expanding technology. Experimentation
and testing of limits, breaking of rules to reach
new horizons-that was the prevailing spirit at
the Bauhaus. We were all "non-conformists" (in
today's language)."'

To the disappointment of the researcher, dealer, col
lector, or curator today, much of the photographic
experimentation carried out by students at the Bau
haus no longer exists. The greater portion was imme
diately discarded. The point was fun and discovery,
not product. Lissitsky had always said the path is the
creative element in invention. Method was both proc
ess and goal, not art object. And so, much of what
went on in the few converted bathrooms and base
ments in Dessau-especially that which was experi
mental, like photograms, negative prints, and double
exposures-went into Dessau garbage cans. The work
is now only vaguely remembered by those recalling
their spurts of photographic activity. Karl Straub, who
studied at the Bauhaus in 1924 and 1925, is an exam
ple. Straub made a great number of photograms at
this time with fellow student Hans Speemann, some
of which were published in Die Fann and the Dutch
journal i 10 in the later twenties. Only one of these
has survived bombing.
Bauhaus students describe negative archives de
stroyed by bombing; stories abound of bodies of
work lost or left behind as too unimportant or un
wieldy for the frequent moves made necessary by war
conditions. Pictures sent for exhibitions (e.g., in Rus
sia) often were not returned. Among the many lost
Bauhaus photographic archives are the hundreds of
glass negatives left to the care of an unspecified and
trusted friend by Lucia Moholy when she left Ger
many; her photographs of Bauhaus architecture and
many portraits began to reappear after the war in
publications throughout the world, without her per
mission or even a credit line. 17 The large photograph
ic oeuvre of Xanti Schawinsky, one of the most ver
satile and inventive Bauhauslers, has remained to date
almost unknown.
Most of those who actively photographed at the
Bauhaus did so for the usual amateur reasons, reasons
that have remained unchanged since the camera be
came available to the masses in the late nineteenth
century. They were fascinated by its ability to fix re15

mous Metropolis photocollage, a dadaist piece made
for ltten's class in 1923 to illustrate the assigned theme
CrojJstadt, was inspired by his early friendship with
dada monteurs Heartficld and Grosz.
A period of creative recycling had begun. With
great fondness former students recall the search
through garbage dumps in Weimar and Dessau for
shards of glass, bits of wood, metal, plastic, and string.
Assembling these materials in the classroom devel 
oped student sensitivity for a material's properties,
essential structure, and potential application. Whereas
Moholy-Nagy's interest lay in the application and
combination of modern materials such as plastic and
metal, Albers favored the exploration of single mate
rials such as paper or glass. An oft-cited example is
the day Albers brought a pile of old newspapers to
class and requested the students to construct some
thing appropriate to the properties of paper without
glue or scissors. Returning hours later to find elabo
rate cathedrals, ships, animals, and masks, he walked
to the table where a paper had been folded in half and
propped upright like a tent, and declared it to be a
perfect use of the material. It demonstrated some of
Albers's most cherished principles-the economy of
material, the simplicity and appropriateness of mate
rial, and the cleanliness of form. The individual crea
tor retreats in deference to material reality to become
invisible, allowing the subjectivity of the thing itself
to emerge-its Sachlichkeit or essential "thingness" of
a material or object predominates. Katt Both illustrates
this principle in her cigarette composition (see Plate 22)
by presenting an extremely clean graphic formation
appropriate to the subject, which establishes its own
rhythm through repetition of forms.
Kandinsky's Weimar class in analytical drawing,
later called Abstract Elementary Form, brought stu
dents closer to the individual complexes of form and
the inherent tensions between them, leading toward
their abstraction. Oscar Schlemmer's instruction in
nude drawing, from 1927 to 1928, and his later,
broader course, titled simply the Human, studied
man as a unity of body, soul, and spirit in architec
tural space. The important performance at Dessau in
1928 of his production Ba11 als Bu/,ne (the building as
stage) utilized the roof, balconies, and stairways of
the Bauhaus as spatial reference points for human
movement.
Heinz Loew, an active core member of the plastic
(sculpture) workshop under Joost Schmidt with fel-

Joost Schmidt: untitled
(still life with cards), n.d.

low students Franz Ehrlich, Fritz Winter, and Ed
mund Collein during the years 1927 to 1928, photo
graphed in close-up many of their creations-cones,
cubes, and interpenetrating cylinders and spheres.
The objects, often white, were dramatically lit and
photographed against a black background to reveal
their structure and potential application; the tiny pho
tographs recorded mysterious worlds of a micro/
macrocosmic dimension. With similar care Erich
Consemi.iller took hundreds of photographs of objects
resulting from preliminary course exercises and prod
ucts of the workshops under contract to the Bauhaus.
These photographs were used in publications, for
publicity, and for exhibition.
Schmidt, who later took over the typography work
shop when Bayer left in 1928, made a number of ex
quisite still-life photographs: simple, clean, precise
arrangements of objects such as a vase, a shell, cards,
a starfish-taken from overhead and sometimes in-
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fish-eye lens developed for meteorological research.
In the years after he left the Bauhaus, he was a jour
nalist and portrait photographer in Berlin. He also
photographed many stage performances, parties, and
film celebrities. Umbo's Unheimlich-Straj]-II (Eery
Street) of 1928 combines many elements of the New
Photography's expressive potential-a bird's-eye view,
high contrast, the diagonal, and extreme use of shad
ows that seem to have been painted onto the picture
plane, forming a graphically constructed pattern from
a minimum of elements: street, man, sidewalk. In
contrast, his portrait Die Diseuse Margo Lion (see Plate
15) is a photographic equivalent of the New Objec
tivity painting.
His photograph of the couples necking behind the
scenes during the Berlin Akademie Ball is an intense
and tender view of twenties passion (see Plate 25); the
couples are thoroughly absorbed in each other. The
success of the photograph is a result of the immedi
acy of the subjective experience-the physical and
psychological experience of a moment revealing the
humanism and sense for the surreal that Umbo's sharp
powers of observation brought to the new realm of
subjective photoreportage. Simon Guttman, the di
rector of Dephot (photographic agency) in Berlin for
whom Umbo worked, was fanatical about the New
Photography and supplied such photographs to illus
trated papers throughout Germany.
An awareness of the man behind the camera, and
the camera itself, had altered the practice and reading
of photography by 1928: Sergei Eisenstein's and Dziga
Vertov's films had introduced extreme and novel per
spectives, the dynamism of the diagonal, and the ex
pressive power of montage and the extreme close-up.
Gertrud Arndt, a member of the weaving department,
recalls the tremendous impact Eisenstein's films had
on everyone: "When they came, they brought a cer
tain style, and everyone learned from it .. . close-ups,
that was the thing with Potemkin."2<'
Rodchenko, through his view of photography as a
"school of vision," attempted to formalize it and ana
lyze how the "how" could effect the "what." Moholy
Nagy's own photographs reflect the active corres
pondence and exchange of images with his Moscow
counterpart from 1923 to 1928.
Although creative photographs by Johannes ltten
remain unknown to this author, Josef Albers owned
a camera and often documented his students' prelimi
nary course work. Georg Muche, at the age of twenty-

eluding a typographical element such as a letter or
number.
The close study of materials in the preliminary
course led naturally to an appreciation of their beauty,
their surface, their form and three-dimensional prop
erties, their Faktur-hard, soft, meshed, rough, malle
able, reflective; these could dictate the essence of an
object and disclose its character. The "object fetish
ism" common to the era was inherent in elementary
instruction at the Bauhaus.
The importance of detailed examination can be
seen in the attention paid to faces, hands, and hair in
the many portraits stemming from the Bauhaus: the
way light fell on the forms, the expressions con
tained, the images shown, and the personalities re
vealed. Close-ups recorded detail and selected essences
from uninhibited perspectives. Lucia Moholy has com
mented on the technical basis for many of these new
v1s1ons:
For the first time he [the photographer] had the
perfect apparatus, material, light and other im
plements at his disposal and he was prepared to
make use of them. Experiences in object pho
tography, and films-produced in Russia and
America-which were shown in all cinemas,
gave him inspiration for a kind of portraiture
which was very remote from everything which
had been done before ... To the general public
in Western Europe this style appears strange and
exotic. ' 9

Umbo was one of the earliest self-taught photog
raphers at the Bauhaus. His first camera was a travel
camera made in 1900 belonging to his grandfather; it
had no shutter so one had to remove the lens cap and
make a time exposure. A Wandervogel hippie with
shoulder-length hair who once described himself as
one of the first flower children, Umbo had roamed
around Germany in a Bohemian manner for some
years before coming to the Weimar Bauhaus in the
fall of 1921. He stayed for two years, long enough to
come under the power of ltten's teachings on ma
terial, composition, and typographic design, and to
deepen his interest in the found object, the surreal,
and the theater of life.
Umbo's uninhibited experimentation with the me
dium led him to make negative prints, construct photo
montages, and use X-ray film and the new German
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home in the housing complex for Bauhaus masters
on the compound. Joost Schmidt had a huge one
hanging from his studio ceiling; he used such an ob
ject in a 1928 brochure cover design, made in the
ty pography department, advertising wallpaper for the
Rasch Brothers company in Hannover. In the plastic
workshop, Joost Schmidt made a paraboloid construc
tion out of wood, string, and a glass sphere. The Metal
Festival in late February of1929was occasion for many
such K11gel photographs: Walter Funkat photographed
the metallic globes forming a molecular complex in
stalled on the ceiling in the Dessau building; Lotte
Beese, a student of architecture, photographed her
friend Albert Braun with a mass of them framing his
smiling face.
Another photographic subject of fascination at the
Bauhaus was the mirror. Johan Niegemann used the
distortions from the swelling surfaces of amusement
park mirrors to make portraits of himself and com
panions; Gertrud Arndt made self-portraits in a series
of multiple reflecting mirrors, as did Florence Henri,
a Bauhaus student for a brief period, in Paris. Lotte
Beese's portrait of Braun holding a mirror to his
face is a carefully composed image reflecting the eye,
nose, and mouth on a vertical axis to produce an inde
pendent face floating in blackness (see Plate 16).
Characteristic of the photographs of the period was
a conscious appreciation for the expressive potential
of light and shadow. Negative printing reversed these
values to produce an otherworldly effect and was ex
perimented with by many, including Moholy-Nagy,
Schmidt, and the students Gertrud Arndt and Grit
Kallin.
The transparency of glass and fluidity of light, in
tensely explored by Moholy-Nagy and Albers (e.g.,
in the preliminary course and in Albers's "glass paint
ings"), were scrutinized through the camera lens and
via the photograrn. Abstract constructivist photograrns
made by former students Rolf Cavael and Xanti Scha
winsky in the early thirties combined overlapping
screens and glass planes.
Karl Straub, inspired by the work of Christian
Schad and Man Ray, transformed elaborate construc
tions of glass panes and objects into photograms. Hav
ing the good fortune to have access to unlimited quan
tities of photographic paper and movie film through
a contact at the nearby Agfa company, Straub, with
his friend Hans Speemann, expanded this research
into filmmaking in 1925: they made a kinetic photo-

Walter Funkat:
Mera/ Fesrival ar Ba11ha11s, 1929
Published in Das Deurscl,e Lic/,rbild, 1931; Foro-A11ge,
1929; Ba11ha11s 3:2, 1929

five already one of the early masters of abstract paint
ing in Germany, also made creative use of the medium;
he came to the Bauhaus in 1920 and was master of
"form" and the artistic director of the weaving de
partment from 1921 to1927. Until 1923 he also taught
the preliminary course intermittently under Itten.
When he left the Bauhaus, it was to join the staff of
the Itten School in Berlin.
Early in Weimar, Muche made some precise and
exquisite studies of the reflections on metallic glass
spheres, objects that also inspired a number of later
experimenters. Throughout the Bauhaus era such
Kuge/11 were to appear in bowls, in glasses, and on
tables; they hung from ceilings and found their way
into many photographs. In fact, houses all over Ger
many ty pically had a display of these Christmas-like
ornaments in at least one corner. Even Hannes Meyer
had a bowl full of white ones next to the door of his
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dows, traffic lights, and buildings ornamented with
neon typography, creating a chaotic and dangerous
environment that competed for the car driver's atten
tion at night. Photographs by student Heinz Loew
have transformed many of these explorations into in
triguing, miniature scenes of cosmic space.
Herbert Bayer, the self-taught Swiss-born artist
who, like Joost Schmidt became a master after his
study at the Bauhaus, was a graphic designer and ty
pographer, directing the newly established typography
workshop between 1925 and 1928. He designed many
of the ever-changing letterheads used by the school
and was responsible for the Bauhaus image conveyed,
for example, by his lowercase Universal alphabet and
the primary colors red, blue, and yellow on Bauhaus
publicity brochures, invitations, books, and other
publications. His cover photograph for a 1928 Bau
haus journal-a folded issue of the journal under
neath a pencil, transparent triangle, and geometric
forms-is an oft-publicized example of the clean,
compositional and conceptual clarity that won him
first prize at a New York exhibition of foreign adver
tising design in 1931. The prize is said to have brought
American attention to the advanced level of German
advertising design, which had discarded the conven
tional portrayal of a product's use in allegorical com
positions in favor of a strong, graphic presentation of
the article itsclf.
Like Moholy-Nagy, Bayer increasingly used photo
graphic imagery in his work after leaving the Bauhaus
in 1928. His graphic work in Berlin for the Dorland
Agency, including advertisements and illustrations
for publications such as Die Neue Line and Vog11e,
incorporated photographic imagery in a surrealist
and cubist manner. Using extreme perspectives and
impossible combinations of realistic elements, he
achieved dreamlike fantasies that conveyed informa
tion and provided a modern image for the product.
The dominant constructivist style of his typographic
compositions of the twenties metamorphosed through
an increasing use of photocollage into a graphic sur
realism that proved to be an effective and popular
form of illustration in the commercial world.
At the Bauhaus, Bayer had often been assisted by
his wife Irene, who was the first to practice photog
raphy there. Irene Bayer (originally born Hecht of
Hungarian parents) had taken a course in basic pho
tography at the Leipzig Academy for Graphic Arts
and Book Design in 1925, partly to assist her husband

Gertrude Arndt: untitled
(portrait of Vera Waldeck), (negative), ca. 1930

gram; using a huge piece of glass positioned above a
movie camera, they constructed moving abstract de
signs upon it out of glass objects; scenes of a dancing
woman were spliced into this experimental film (this,
too, has been lost).
The Reflective Lightplays of Kurt Schwerdtfeger and
Ludwig Hirschfield-Mack in the early twenties were
performances of abstract colored light forms projected
onto screens and accompanied by musical scores.
Moholy-Nagy at that time constructed his light-space
modulator, which treated light as a substance to be
directed through a moving physical structure; his pho
tograms, more often in the surrealist vein than con
structivist, were aesthetic documents of painting with
light by interfering with it. The plastic (sculpture)
workshop conducted experiments on the problems
of light advertising as a component of city spaces at
night. In the sense of Schlemmer's Bau als Buhne, us
ing buildings as stages, the city was regarded as a
stage decorated by consumer-oriented display win19

Irene Bayer: untitled
(advertising photograph for macaroni), ca. 1928
Published in Ba11/iatts 2:1, 1928

schule in Leipzig. She was among the most active
photographers at the school and, before the arrival of
Peterhans, the sole gelernte (trained) photographer on
campus. On hundreds of negatives she documented
the new Bauhaus building from inside out and made
strong and individual portraits of friends and asso
ciates. She photographed some performances of the
Bauhaus stage and later, back in Berlin, occasionally
earned a living as a stage photographer at the Berlin
Staatsoper and photography instructor at the ltten
School.
After the breakup of her marriage, Lucia remained
in Berlin until 1933. 21 She moved via Paris to London,
where she became an established portrait photogra
pher and lecturer. In 1938 she was commissioned by
Penguin books to write a history of photography,
which was issued in paperback and sold forty thou
sand copies. An achievement that she believes to be
her most important contribution to photography is
her work for the American Council of Learned Stud
ies: she was in charge of the Manuscript Recording
Program and became an expert in scientific docu
mentation. 22
Lucia Moholy's achievement as a writer remains
insufficiently recognized. It was Moholy-Nagy's spe
cial ability to grasp new ideas, reformulate them, and

in the typography department, for the skill was an
especially useful one for the new forms of graphic de
sign in vogue. She recalls Herbert coming home one
day with a case full of glass eyes. He carefully com
posed them on the table and instructed her in how the
photograph should be taken. She photographed for
her own amusement as well at the Bauhaus, making
portraits, snapshots, and an occasional advertising
illustration. Her macaroni picture, published by
Moholy-Nagy in a 1928 issue of the Bauhaus journal
to illustrate photography's application to advertising,
shows an almost direct overhead view of a hand (her
husband's) poised with a fork over a plate of maca
roni. A stark graphic quality is achieved by composi
tional simplicity and an overtly photographic per
spective; the immediacy of the moment and primacy
of the subject are underscored by the medium.
Like Bayer, Moholy-Nagy was able to make a
more frequent and consequential use of photography
through the recently acquired skill of his wife, Lucia
Moholy (formerly Schultz). When Moholy-Nagy,
whom she had met in Berlin and married in 1921,
was called to teach at the Bauhaus by Gropius in 1923,
they moved to Weimar, where she learned photog
raphy under a local professional. A year lacer, she also
studied photography briefly at the Kunstgewerbe-
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Lucia Moholy: untitled
(southeast view of Bauhaus Dcssau), ca. 1925-26

Marianne Brandt, whose modern globular lamp de
signs are still used; the weavers Gertrud Arndt and
Lotte Gerson; Grit Kallin, a talented graphic artist;
and Ellen Auerbach and Grete Stern, who had a pro
fessional photography studio together in Berlin under
the name of Ring] and Pitt.
These women left behind inventive and unique
photographs that disclose a discerning sensitivity to
light, form, and composition. Less inclined to cap
ture the odd or satirical moment of Bauhaus zaniness
favored, for example, by Lux Feininger, their pic
tures were often carefully composed portrait studies
or stil1 lifes. Many arc moderate to extreme close-ups
embodying an appreciation of the expressive inter
play of natural light and shadow, of facial expression,
abstract forms, and texture.
There was little recognition of photography as
social documentation at the school. Despite being
surrounded by widespread poverty and unemploy
ment, the photographers documented life at the Bau
haus-more or less concentrating on parties, horsing
around, costumes, dancing, and theater rehearsals. In
countless candid snapshots, Lux Feininger, a long
term insider who in effect grew up at the Bauhaus,
captured the famous gay spirit contributing to more
creative and functional pursuits.

integrate them with larger concepts having broad con
sequence, and to project these modern ideas about
man and machine, art and society, onto a vision of
the future. But his grasp of the German language was
insufficient for such extensive writing. Lucia Moholy
formulated and edited the actual texts.
While painting, drawing, sculpture, graphic de
sign, etc. were, of course, Moholy-Nagy's ex
clusive and most personal domain, a few other
activities of his were of the cooperative kind,
carried out by the two of us together. This, in
particular, applied to basic thinking, German
writing and editing (his knowledge of the lan
guage being rather poor at the time) and photo
graphic endeavor. My share in writing and edit
ing was occasionally acknowledged; my part in
photographic pursuits was not. 23
A separate study could easily be devoted to the role
of women in photography at the Bauhaus and else
where during the twenties and early thirties. Women
were, in general, much more active then than men in
camera work. Women who photographed indepen
dently and creatively at the Bauhaus include the ar
chitects Lotte Beese and Katt Both; the metal designer
21

inadequate efforts of the wall-painting department;
abstract close-ups of Gropius's infamous flat Bauhaus
roof in Dessau revealed where it leaked in the rain.
Edmund Collein's group portrait of architecture stu
dents (see cover) comments on the shortage of Bau
haus living space.
A few other students, mostly afterward, realized
photography's social documentary potential, including
Umbo and Naf Rubenstein in their work for photo
graphic agencies. Moshe Raviv photographed designs
on Jewish gravestones in Poland and documented
scenes of poverty, which were published in Zurich,
1931, under the title Eh, Ghetto i111 Oste11-Wilna.
The fashionable photograph at the Bauhaus and all
over Germany was one which broke conventions.
The fashionable photograph had established its own
conventions, such as the use of diagonals, extreme
perspectives, and close-ups. It was the dadaist tech
nique of collage introduced by Schad, John Hearcfield,
George Grosz, Raoul Hausmann, and Hannah Hoch
that provided the most effective means of using photo
graphy for social commentary. A collage by Marianne
Brandt Ihre Wirksa111e Mithilfe (her effective assis
tance), 1926, dealt with the women's movement and
war: a smiling woman sits perched among city build
ings with rifles. Moholy-Nagy's symbolist-construc
tivist photoplastiks presented themes like "jealousy"
and testify to the era's interest in psychology and the
new theories introduced by Freud and others. In the
early thirties, Kurt Kranz, a student of typography
and photography who later worked with Bayer in
Berlin, made huge collages dealing with poverty and
unemployment.
Despite the lack of any official photographic orien
tation at the school until Peterhans's arrival in 1929,
several Bauhaus students actually became professional
photographers after their study. Ellen Auerbach and
Grete Stern operated their photography studio of
Ring! and Pitt in Berlin from 1930 to 1933, during a
close association with Peterhans, and continued their
practice afterward in combination with such other
fields as child psychology (Auerbach) and sociology
(Stern). Umbo joined Simon Gutmann's agency Deut
scher Photo-Dienst (Dephot) in 1928 as a photojour
nalist; NafRubenstein and Erich Comeriner joined the
photography agency Westrundschau Berlin in 1927.
Comeriner later worked with Moholy-Nagy in Berlin.
Upon introduction by Umbo, by then one of Gut
mann's star cameramen, Lux Feininger also worked

Lucia Moholy: untitled
(portrait of Dr. Franz Roh), 1926

It is Lux Feininger who is more closely associated
with photography at the Bauhaus than almost any of
his contemporaries; his scenes of Bauhaus life-the
band, the stage workshop, costume festivals-remain
among the most numerous and illustrious of the
Bauhaus documents, conveying with wit, irony, and
artistic sensibility a sense of the spirit of the time. As
a young boy, he adored the Bauhaus band and had for
years no higher aspiration than to become a member
(he finally did play the banjo with them). His many
photographs of the wacky Xanti Schawinsky with
his saxophone testify to the general enthusiasm for
modern music there. Especially popular were the
jazz coming from America and the new music of
Bela Bart6k, Igor Stravinsky, Paul Hindemith, and
Carl Weber. The gramophone frequently appeared in
Bauhaus photographs as well. On close inspection,
Feininger's photographs reveal his awareness of the
rift between dogma and reality that emerged over a
period of time at the Bauhaus. Aesthetic photographs
of peeling paint were actually his documents of the
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Walter Pererhans:
Ka,jreitagsza11ber (Good Friday Magic), ca. 1929
© 1985 Brigitte Pererhans
Exhibited in Fi/111 1111d Foro, Stuttgart, 1929

a hot bath in potassium-bichromate), and sought
thereby to extract the most perfect and subtle tonal
gradations possible.
Peterhans was a creative compositionalist whose
respect for precise rendering of textural detail equaled
that of Renger-Patzsch, who stated, "It is the abso
lutely perfect reproduction of form ... which gives the
technically produced photographic image the magic
we experience. "24 Peterhans's conservative position
with regard to experimental photography was founded
in his profound respect for the technical perfection
offered by photographic materials. Aiming at the
crimes against the straight photograph done by Man
Ray and Moholy-Nagy, he wrote, "That which
threatens to shape Modern Photog raphy is, as is
every horizontally-spreading movement, nothing but
a new academicism, nourished by dilettantism, before
we've hardly rid ourselves of the old one. " 25 For Peter
hans as for Renger-Patzsch, the beauty of the medium
was derived from its perfect delineation of form,
wherein form and subject arc defined simultaneously.
Despite his non-adventurous attitude toward the
medium and despite Bauhaus director Hannes Meyer's
advocacy of a stricter functionalism, Peterhans was

for Dephot, as did very briefly his brothers Andreas
and Laurence. Years later, Andreas was to work for
Life magazine in America and publish numerous books
on travel, nature, and photographic technique. Werner
David Feist, also a veteran of the Peterhans photo
graphy course, earned his living in Prague in the
thirties as a photographer and graphic designer. Many
students of typography and advertising like Walter
A.liner and Max Gebhard did not take photographs
but used photographic material creatively throughout
successful careers as graphic illustrators, advertising
artists, picture editors, and exhibition designers.
Walter Peterhans was hired by the Bauhaus in 1929
to reinforce the program in typography and advertis
ing design then under Joost Schmidt. He was a tech
nical perfectionist, something very few people there
ever became-or thought to. He believed the medium
best suited for the exact translation of reality into pic
tures: the more gray tones, finer the grain, and deeper
the blacks, the better the picture. Rejecting, as did the
f/64 group in America and Rengcr-Patzsch, any imita
tion of painting on the part of photography, he closed
down the aperture on his view camera, used two
developers for his glass plates (amidol formula with
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raphers bothered with the course or were gone long
before it was instituted.
In an attempt to classify photography at the Bau
haus, it would be easy to trace a polar continuum
with Moholy-Nagy and Peterhans at the extremes.
But since their teaching paths never even crossed at
the Bauhaus and the greater number of students did
not receive either's instruction, the comparison is
useful only as an exercise. The chasm between the two
is suggested in the contrast between Peterhans's habit
of lugging around a large-format view camera with
a tripod and his fetish for realistic gray tones, and
Moholy-Nagy's delight in the strange pictures once
supplied by a camera whose bellows was discovered
to have a hole. Peterhans was exacting; Moholy-Nagy
was a lover of fast, easy, and fun imagery-a stranger
to the darkroom. Peterhans opposed this looser, ex
perimental attitude toward photography. The son of
a Leitz-Werken engineer, who had studied mathema
tics, art history, and philosophy in Gottingen, he
focused on the highest precision the medium had to
offer. For him the technology-bound camera was the
important creative factor, whereas for Moholy-Nagy
light itself was the real medium and photographic
paper only one of its carrier agents.
Petcrhans's approach to the object was cool and
immutably rational. He believed in the validity of ex
ternal appearance-the fact of the material, its texture,
form, and tone. Peterhans saw in the medium the
possibility and the irrepressibility of a direct and free
construction of aesthetic form, a construction depen
dent upon a completely autonomous law, which like
mathematics constructs its concepts in the viewing.

not immune to nonproductive "art" imagery and
tended toward surrealism in his sensibility. He taught
his students to sec photographically (photographisch
sehen). Carl Bauer, who took the Peterhans course to
supplement his study of architecture at the Bauhaus,
still remembers the cardinal phrase: "You must see
like a photo-eye."
Pcterhans's carefully arranged still lifes, constructed
from bits and pieces of various materials, reveal a
technical virtuosity as well as a sensitivity for compo
sition and an infatuation with infinite detail. Former
student Ellen Auerbach recalls an afternoon spent
preparing for an exposure:
I will always remember the time I witnessed his
arranging and taking a still life-six small pieces
of material, wool, silk, chiffon, etc. With two
500-watt lamps and a patience and tenderness
that seemed miraculous to me he worked on it
hour after hour. With tweezers he might shift a
loose thread a millimeter or two. Moving the
lamps from one place to another, he showed me
the role that light plays in the emotional fabric
of a photograph-the romantic backlighting, the
flat analytical frontlight. When the wool looked
its wooliest and the silk its silkiest, he was ready
to expose the negative. After he developed the
plate, he seemed unhappy and left the still life in
place. The next morning he had found the cause
of his misgivings. A small amount of illumina
tion from a tiny skylight had been absent after
dark. He took the picture over. 2"

The beautiful appearance is not only a histori
cally and therefore a posteriori given, but as well
the a priori distinguishing symbol of the other
worldly, eternal, unexpected conversion of the
finite. 27

Faithfully adhering to his training in Leipzig, Peter
bans assigned exercises in exposure time, lighting,
chemistry, and paper to his students. Many made
similar attempts at still-life arrangements or discovered
ready-mades in garbage dumps, construction sites,
or nature. Students Hajo Rose, Kurt Kranz, Walter
Funkat, David Feist, and Roman Clemens, like many
students, took the course because they were majoring
in graphic design (their degrees were in photography
and typography) and could apply their knowledge of
the medium to their work under Bayer and Schmidt
in the typography workshop; others, like architect
Carl Bauer, took it because they wanted to increase
their technical skills or be able to document their
work in other areas. Few of the self-taught photog-

The European avant-gardists developed from a
broad movement with foundations in a social, political,
and cultural situation . This cannot easily be compared
to anything confronting other nations-especially
America. Artists working in literature, painting, sculp
ture, photography, film, typography, architecture,
and music attempted to achieve a modern synthesis
with a humanist base, not recognizing any conven
tional difference between "free" and "applied" art.
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The Bauhaus was not meant to be an art school, but
rather a school for the design of a modern, techno
logically based utopia. It was in fact both, providing
some students with practical training and some with
a new religion. The photographs taken during the
fourteen years of its existence have become more
than documents. These small, technically imperfect
images form a species of family album compiled by
a pioneer generation of adventurous amateur photo
graphers. These photographs allow us a fleeting
glimpse of the Bauhaus era and a sense of what has
become, for us, a modern mythology. Like history,
the Bauhaus i elusive; but what Moholy-Nagy called
"the emotions of an epoch ... crystallized upon gela
tin silver" -the images-present part of it through a
semi-transparent, dimly reflecting window.
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BAUHAUS PORTFOLIO

PLATE 1

Ruth Hollos-Consemi.iller: -untitled (Werner Siedhoff
as Treppenwitz in Oskar Schlemmer's play Baukas
tenspiel [Play with Building Blocks)), 1928-29
6.0 x 8.4 cm
82:032:013
Published in Bauhaus 1:3, 1927, and 1938 Museum of
Modern Art catalog, Bauhaus 1919-1928

PLATE 2

T. Lux Feininger: untitled (Werner Siedhoff, Albert Mentzel, and
Nattaly Rubinstein), ca. 1928
17.0 x 23.3 cm
82:032:029

PLATE 3

Herbert Bayer: Class Eyes, 1929
© 1929 Herbert Bayer
30.0 x 22. I cm
81 :108:021
Exhibited in Fi/111 i111d Foto, Stuttgart, 1929

PLATE 4

Hannes Meyer: untitled, n. d.
10.2x8.1 cm
82:032:015

PLATE 5

anonymous: untitled (portrait of Hans Volger in wall
painting workshop), ca. 1927-28
10.8 x 7.9 cm
82:032:008

PLATE 6

Lotte Beese: untitled (portrait of Hannes Meyer), ca. 1928
22.8 x 17.0 cm
82:032:023

PLATE 7

Joost Schmidt: untitled, ca. 1929
23.1 x 20.8 cm
82:032:018

PLATE 8

Lucia Moholy: untitled (Bauhaus Dessau at night), ca. 1925-26
7.0 x 10.0 cm
82:032:005

PLATE 9

Heinz Loew or Joost Schmidt: untitled, ca. 1928
10.5 x 7.3 cm
82:032:014

PLATE

10

Umbo: untitled (Karla Grosch, Georg Hartmann, Werner Siedhoff,
and Albert Mentzel in 3 Against 1, a Bauhaus sketch), ca. 1928-29
15.4 x 12.4 cm
82:032:030

PLATE 11

Heinz Loew and Franz Ehrlich: untitled (study for a light advertisement
designed by Heinz Loew and Franz Ehrlich in the plastic workshop),
ca. 1927-28
7.4 x 10.4 cm
83:032:017

PLATE

12

Hannes Meyer:
16.3 x 22.5 cm
82:032:016

Zi111111er

Co-op (co-op interior), 1926

PLATE 13

Lotte Beese: untitled (portrait of Liz Beyer with cigarette)
ca. 1927
12.5 x 8.8 cm
82:032:010

PLATE 14

anonymous: untitled, n.d.
24.0 x 17.7 cm
82:032:025

PLATE

15

Umbo
Die Diseuse Margo Lio11 (the singer Margo Lion), ca. 1928
23.9 x 16.9 cm
82:032:011

PLATE 16

Lotte Beese and Albert Braun: Bra1111 111it Spieiel (Braun
with mirror), ca. 1928
11.3 x 8.3 cm
82:032:027
Published in Ba11ha11s 2: I, I 928

PLATE

17

Heinz Loew: untitled, ca. 1927-28
11.3 x 9.4 cm
82:032:002

PLATE 18

Katt Both: untitled, 1929
18.2 x 13.2 cm
82:032:022

PLATE 19

Hannes Meyer: untitled (students looking at Ba11ha11s: Spracho/,r der
St11diere11de11 3 ncwshcct), 1930
18.0 x 13.0 cm
82:032:020

PLATE

20

anonymous: untitled, n.d.
9.8 x 8.0 cm
82:032:009

PLATE 21
anonymous: Hilde Ra11tzsch, n.d.
8.0 x I 1.0 cm
82:032:021

PLATE 22

Katt Both: untitled, ca. 1931
22.1 x 15.3 cm
82:032:026

PLATE 23
Heinz Loew: untitled ("Osram" construction, plastic workshop), ca. 1927-28
16.0 x 11.8 cm
82:032:024

'}

us
PLATE 24

anonymous: Ge111utsbe111eg1111i (Emotion), (the Bauhaus festival
in June at llmschlosschcn, Weimar), 1924
15.0 x 20.5 cm
82:032:006

PLATE 25
Umbo: Die Versch111ie ge11ste Ecke (the most concealed corner),
(the Berlin Academy Ball), 1928
23.4 x 17.5 cm
82:032:012

PLATE 26
Marianne Brandt (attrib.): untitled (self-portrait
in her atelier at Bauhaus Dessau), ca. 1928
11.3 x 8.7 cm
82:032:003

PLATE 27
Erich Conscmi.illcr: Mechanisc/1e Fa11tasie, 1926
4.7 x 7.3 cm
82:032:007
Published in i 10 I: I, 1927
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to research material
primarily photographs and correspondence-acquired by
the Center during the first half of 1983, Full descriptions
arc given for groups of ten prints or less; titles and dates arc
given for groups of eleven to one hundred prints; groups
over one hundred arc summarized. Upon request, we will
provide a more complete description of any item on this
list. An acquisitions list for 1975 to 1977, the Center's first
three years of operation, has been published in the Guide
Series, Number 4. Copies of this guide may be purchased
for S3.50.
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ARENTZ, DICK

Lead Roof, Edi11b11rgh, Scotland, 1981

83:031:020

Lyinnouth, 1980

83:031:006

Portree, Scotla11d, 1981

83:031:013

Prater, Vien11a, A11stria, 1973

Gelatin silver print
83:031:015

Redmth, E11gla11d, 1982

83:031 :008

Eighteen platinum/palladium prints and two gelatin
silver prints; sizes vary
Gift of Dick Arentz
83:031:001-020

Rex B11fet, Miami, Arizona, 1983

83:031 :011

Silverto11, Colorado, 1980

Gelatin silver print
83:031:014

Alfred's Tower, Engla11d, 1982

83:031:007

Ti1cso11, Arizo11a, 1982

Bath, E11gland, 1982

83:031:018

83:031:005

Tivo Sag11aros, Ti1cso11, Arizo11a, 1981

Bisbee, Arizona, 1979

83:031:019

83:031:003

Water Lilies, Va11co11ver, British Columbia, 1981

Chairs, Va11co1111er, British Col11111bia, 1981

83:031:016

83:031:004

Cohm111s, Edinburgh, 1981

BUBRISKI, KEVIN

83:031 :017

Ganges Flood, 1976

Cypress, Point Lobos, 1978

Gelatin silver print, 20.8 x 31.5 cm
Gift of Kevin Bubriski
83:012:001

83:031 :001

Harbor, Mo11sehole, E11gland, 1982

83:031:002

BUDNIK, DAN

/s111ay, Colorado, 1982

83:031:009

Globe, Arizo11a, 1982

83:031:012

Gomez Store, Miami, Arizona, 1983

83:031:010
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Georgia O'Keeffe, 1975
Gelatin silver print, 24.8 x 35.4 cm
Gift of Dan Budnik
83:017:001

CAMERON,CAROL

Primitive Style of Hair-Dressi11J?
83:005:015

Fishi11g, ca. 1977 (Artist's Book)
Accordion fold book, 17.2 x 17.5 cm (each page),
incorporating hand-made paper, printing, ribbon,
and seventeen cibachrome prints, 2.4 x 3.5 cm each.
Book is stored in a silver metallic purse with a hot
pink satin lining.
Purchase
83:022:000

Snake Da11cer i11 Costu111e
83:005:020
S11ake Da11cers E11teri11g the Plaza
83:005:014
A Te111a Girl
83:005:003
Te111a Girls
83:005:023

Coburn, Alvin Langdon. see GROUP PERIODICALS:
Camera Work, Nos. 21 and 28

Walpi
83:005:007

Cotani, Paolo. see GIBSON, RALPH and PAOLO
COTANl

Walpi Architecture
83:005:013

CURTIS, EDWARD S.

A Walpi Snake Priest
83:005:019

Twenty-four photogravures from the North American
Indian books, sizes vary
Gift of John A. Rollwagen
83:005:001-024

The Water Carriers
83:005:024

A11telopes a11d S11akes at Omibi
83:005:005

DATER, JUDY
fois & Amal-Sisters, Cairo, 1980
Cibachrome print, 48.0 x 38.0 cm
Purchase
83:028:002

B,iffalo Da11ce at Hano
83:005:002
Chai111a-Te111a-Profile
83:005:010

Wedding, Cairo, 1979
Cibachrome print, 38.4 x 38.1 cm
Purchase
83:028:001

Co1111ti11g the Record
83:005:009
Depositing a Prayer-Stick
83:005:022

Danson, George. see GROUP PERIODICALS: Camera
Work, No. 28

East Side of Walpi
83:005:011

FLAHERTY, ROBERT

Flute Da11cers at Ii,reva Spri11g
83:005:021

untitled (man in canoe surrounded by chunks of iceberg)
Photogravure, 21.1 x 16.6 cm
Gift of America West Gallery
83:013:001

A Hopi Mother
83:005:004
A Hopi Wo111a11
83:005:008

FRIEDLANDER, LEE
Alameda, ca. 1974
Gelatin silver print, 19.3 x 28.9 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:006

Loitering at the Spring
83:005:001
Misho11g11ovi
83:005:016

De1111er, Colomdo, 1974
Gelatin silver print, 28.5 x 19.0 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:010

Modified Style of Hair-Dressing
83:005:018
011 the Housetop
83:005:006

Florida, 1973
Gelatin silver print, 18.3 x 27.4 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81 :241:003

The Potter
83:005:017
The Polter Mixi11g Clay
83:005:012
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New York City, 1973
Gelatin silver print, 18.0 x 27.0 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241 :004

Camera Work, No. 21, January 1908
Six photogravures and six half-tones by Alvin Langdon
Coburn
Gift of Jerry Stowall
83:029:001-006

Ti1Cso11, Arizo11a, 1974
Gelatin silver print, 19.2 x 28.7 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81 :241:009

Camera Work, No. 28, October 1909
Nine photogravures of varying sizes by Alvin Langdon
Coburn, George Davison, Paul B. Haviland, David
Octavius Hill, and Marshall R. Kernochan
83:030:001-009

Venno11t, 1975
Gelatin silver print, 19.0 x 28.6 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:008

GUTMAN, WALTER

Washi11gto11, D.C., 1973
Gelatin silver print, 24.3 x 16.1 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:005

lnspiratio11s of Srro11g Women (Portfolio)
Thirteen dye transfer prints of varying sizes
Gift of Hugh S. Stix
83:008:001-013

Washi11gro11, D.C., 1975
Gelatin silver print, 18.8 x 28.3 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:007

Haviland, Paul B. see GROUP PERIODICALS: Camera
Work, No. 28
HEINECKEN, ROBERT

Washingto11, D.C., 1976
Gelatin silver print, 18.9 x 28.2 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241:001

Are Yo11 Rea, 1964-1968 (Portfolio)
Los Angeles: July, 1968
Twenty-five halftones of photograms from magazine
pages, sizes vary
Purchase
83:024:001-025

Washi11gro11, D.C., 1976
Gelatin silver print, 18.8 x 28.2 cm
Gift of Arthur Goldberg
81:241 :002

Hill, David Octavius. see GROUP PERIODICALS:
Camera Work, No. 28

GIBSON, RALPH and PAOLO COTANI

IT URBIDE, GRACIELA

Merajlora (Portfolio)
Italy: Arco D'Albert & Etrusculudens
Two lithograph diptychs, one silkscreen diptych,
two diptychs of etchings, one photogravure diptych,
one diptych of an etching and a photogravure and
one diptych of embossed paper
Purchase
83:056:001-008

Twenty gelatin silver prints of varying sizes
Purchase
83:015:001-020
Ale111a11ia, 1982
83:015:005

Ale111a11ia, 1982
83:015:006

Alitas de Gloria, Chalma, Mexico, 1982
83:015:009

GRIESER, DON

Henry Holmes Smith, 1977/1982
Gelatin silver print, 5.5 x 11.5 cm
Gift of Don Grieser
83:003:001

Angeliro, Chalma, Mexico, 1982
83:015:008

La Asce11sio11, Chalma, Mexico, 1982
83:015:001

GROUP ALBUMS

untitled
One hundred twenty-eight albumen prints and
one gelatin silver print of varying sizes by
George Washington Wilson, James Valentine, and
Giorgio Sommer
Transfer from the University of Arizona Main Library
83:025:001-129

A11torretrato de l11fa11cia, Chalma, Mexico, 1982
83:015:007

Ca11011igo, Quito, Ewador, 1982
83:015:015

J11a11ira,J11chita11, Mexico, 1979
83:015:018
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J11chitan, Mexico, 1979
83:015:019

Aaro11, Peru, 1983
Gelatin silver print, 18.5 x 23.4 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:001

Mexico, 1972
83:015:020

Aaron, Peru, 1983
Gelatin silver print, 18.6 x 23.4 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:003

Mexico, 1981
83:015:016

La M11erla en Bicicleta, Mexico, 1973
83:015:012

Aaro11 Siskind, Arequipa, Peru, 1983
Gelatin silver print, 17.4 x 22.0 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:002

M11jer A11gel, Desierta de Sonora, Mexico, 1980
83:015:004

M11jer Guai111ie, Pa11ama, 1974
83:015:011

Aaron Siskind, New York, 1976
Gelatin silver print, 11.1 x 11.2 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:005

M11jer Viento, Panama, 1974
83:015:017

Quito, Ecuador, 1982
83:015:013
Seiior de las Imagenes, Quito, Ecuador, 1982
83:015:010

Aaron Siskind, New York, 1976
Gelatin silver print, 11. l x 11.2 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:006

Tres Mujeres, Chiapas, Mexico, 1975
83:015:014

Aaron Siski11d, New York, 1976
Gelatin silver print, 11. 1 x 11.1 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:007

La Veronica Patro11a de la Fotografia, Ecuador, 1982
83:015:003

Virgin Niiia, ('), Mexico, 1981
83:015:002

MART INES CANAS, MARIA

untitled, 1982 {abstraction)
Gelatin silver print, 39.5 x 49.5 cm
Gift of the Asociaci6n Puertorriquena de la Unesco
83:002:001

Kernochan, Marshall R. see GROUP PERIODICALS:
Camera Work, No. 28

KLETT, MARK

Look Thro11gh the Snou, Tim11el Above Goat Lake:
Sawtooth Range, Idaho, Aug. 9, 1981
Gelatin silver print, 40.4 x 50.4 cm
Gift of Peter MacGill
83:019:001

MEYER, PEDRO
Twenty-one gelatin silver prints of varying sizes
Purchase
83:047:001-021
La A111mciaci611 de Graciela, 1981
83:047:016

l\lla11 Behind Creosote Bush, Phoenix, Arizo11a, March 7,
1982
Gelatin silver print, 40.4 x 50.4 cm
Gift of Peter MacGill
83:019:002

Aq11el Vio/iniste, 1980
83:047:010

Los Artesjos detras de/ Vels, 1980
83:047:007

KOSTINER, LEWIS

Banderi1a Mexica11a, 1979
83:047:011

Aaron and Isabella, Ne111 York, 1971
Gelatin silver print, 16.7 x 16.5 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:008

Bis-nieto de D011 Porfi110, 1979
83�047:012
B11sca11do a Dios
83:047:003

Aaron, 1971, Ne111 York
Gelatin silver print, 15.4 x 15.5 cm
Gift of Lewis Kostiner
83:026:004

La Cara en el So111brero, 1982
83:047:021
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Coci,ia de A111bato, 1982
83:047:002

Coco en el Desierto, 1976
83:047:001

Bam Door, Near Strea111 Comers, O1,io, 1975
81:075:008

Cr11z, Cr11z, Cntz ...
83:047:006

Bam Door, Sawyer.field, New York, 1964
81:075:019

La Doble Mascara de Orn,nic/111 1 1981
83:047:020

Barn, Isabella Cou11ty, Mic/,igan, 1975
81:075:013

El Ensayo, 1982
83:047:015

Bam 11ear A11gola, l11dia11a, 1969
81:075:006

Epopeya, 1979
83:047:019

Barn near Guilford, Vem1011t, 1965
81:075:007

Ceo111etrfa Mistica, 1982
83:047:004

Barn, To11111 of Macedo,,, Wayne City, New York, 1966
81:075:020

La Ha111aca dejuc/1ita11, 1983
83:047:014

Bisbee, Arizo11a, 1978
81:075:053

El M11ro que Llova, 1982
83:047:009

Bisbee, Arizona, 1978
81:075:078

La Niiia de la Presas, 1980
83:047:013

Bosler, Wyo111i11,�
81:075:072

El Obispo Llega Maiiana, 1982
83:047:018

C/111rc/1 Door, Falls Mill, West Virginia, 1974
81 :075:009

Las Plumas def Amor, 1983
83:047:017

Freig/,t House Door, Falls Creek, Pe1111sylva11ia, 1966
81:075:015

Rrnya de America, 1980
83:047:005

Galena, llli11ois, 1973
81:075:054

La Seiiora de la Media Lu11a, 1983
83:047:008

Leadville, Colorado, 1973
81 :075:033
Main Street, Mario11, Kansas, 1973
81:075:083

NESBITT, ESTA
ESTA NESBITT ARCHIVE

North of Douglas, Arizona, 1978
81:075:034

Three linear feet of manuscript material plus framed,
bound, and boxed works of art. Organization
in progress, to be the subject of a future research
guide.
Gift of Saul and Meryl Nesbitt
AG 60

Palo Verde, Arizo11a, 1978
81:075:037
PJ,iffipslmrg, Momana, 1973
81:075:088
Pul/111an, Was/,ii1,�to11, 1972
81:075:073
Ser11 ice Statio11, Valay, Nevada
81:075:035

PALFI, MARION
MARION !'ALFI ARCHIVE

Thirty-t wo linear feet of papers, including corres
pondence, book maquettes, study prints, and
publications. Archive also contains negatives and
approximately 800 fine prints. See Guide Series,
No. 10 (1984).
Gift of the Menninger Foundation and Martin
Magner
AG 46; 83:101:000-83:112:000

Stratto11, Colorado, 1973
81:075:080
Superior, Arizona
81:075:081
Walkcn1i/le, A1011ta11a
81:075:079
Walkerr, ille, 1\1011ra11a, 1973
81:075:087

PLOWDEN, DAVID
Twenty-six gelatin silver prints of varying sizes
Gift of Jack and Bobby Jaffe
81:075:001-026

Watrous, e11• Alcxico
81:075:011
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Sommer, Giorgio . see GH.OUP ALBUMS

Wi11d111ill, Sa11doz Fmit Fam1, Sand Hills, Nebraska,
1971
81 :075:036

SPRAGUE, STEPHEN

STEPHEN SPRAGUE ARCIIIVE

Yi1111a Coullly, Colorado, 1971
81 :075:004

T hirty linear feet of papers, study prints, negatives,
video and audio tapes, 35mm color slides, publica
tions, and fine prints . Organization in progress,
to be the subject of a future research guide.
Gift of the Family of Stephen Sprague
AG 65; 83:098:000-83:099:000

SCHAEFER, JOHN P.

untitled (cactus abstraction)
Gelatin silver print, 24.1 x 19.4 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:001

T RESS, ARTHUR

untitled (tree)
Gelatin silver print, 19.4 x 24.2 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:002

The A11cie11t Singe,·, 1981
Gelatin silver print, 38.5 x 37.8 cm
Purchase
83:009:001

untitled (abstraction)
Gelatin silver print, 34.0 x 24.5 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:003

Boy in Flood Drea111, 1970
Gelatin silver print, 39.0 x 39.0 cm
Purchase
83:009:004

untitled (light abstraction)
Gelatin silver print, 24.0 x 14.2 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:004

Class Head a11d Crystal Ball, 1981
Gelatin silver print, 38.5 x 37.8 cm
Purchase
83:009:003

untitled (shell)
Gelatin silver print, 32.1 x 21.4 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:006

Man ivith Sheep, 1973
Gelatin silver print, 38.5 x 39.5 cm
Purchase
83:009:006

untitled (landscape)
Gelatin silver print, 26.5 x 33.5 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:005

Last Portrait of My Father, 1982
Gelatin silver print, 38.5 x 37.8 cm
Purchase
83:009:002

untitled (tree)
Gelatin silver print, 33.6 x 26.6 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:007

The Weddi11g, 1971
Gelatin silver print, 40.4 x 39.5 cm
Purchase
83:009:005

untitled (tree)
Gelatin silver print, 33.9 x 26.5 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:009

UMBO

Umbo, 10 Photo,rtraphie11, 1927-1930 (Portfolio)
Koln: Rudolf Kicken Gallery, 1980
Ten gelatin silver prints of varying sizes made from
copy negatives
Purchase
83:055:001-010

untitled, 4/8/72 (windows and grasses)
Gelatin silver print, 33.1 x 26.8 cm
Gift of John P. Schaefer
83:001:008

Valentine, James. see GROUP ALBUMS

SMITH, LAUREN

WESTON, COLE
Nude, Florida, 1983
Cibachrome print, 49.4 x 38.9 cm
Purchase
83:020:001

The Pri111ary Office Coloring Book, 1980 (Artist's Book)
Twelve hand-colored gelatin silver prints extended with
ink drawing on heavy-weight drawing paper; 38.5 x
56.9 cm
Purchase
83:018:001-012

Wilson, George Washington. see GROUP ALBUMS
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Hans Richter: Films111die, 1926
22.4 x 10.0 cm
82:142:001

From the Archives:
Hans Richter )s FillllstudieJ 1926
by

TERENCE PITTS

Morgen (Film Enemies Today-Film Friends Tomorrow),
was a companion piece to the book on still photog
raphy edited by Werner Graff, Es Kommt der Neue
Fotograf! (Here Comes the New Photograph!). In order
to illustrate the films being discussed, Richter had
numerous segments of actual film footage repro
duced as photographs, usually showing three or four
frames from the original moving picture as well as
the sprocket holes along the side. One of the se
quences he chose from his own film, Filmstudie, was
a four-frame segment depicting eyeballs floating in
space and partially superimposed over each other.
Below the area where this reproduction appeared
in the book were these lines of his text: "Eyes can as
sume unknown forms,-the possibilities are unlim
ited where fancy commands miracles. "3 Because of
its obvious visionary and poetic resonances, the eye
appeared frequently in surrealist art. For example, in
Ballet Mecanique, Leger had included several sequences
using close-up· footage of the eye of Parisian singer
Kiki of Montparnasse. In 1929, Herbert Bayer photo
graphed a tray of glass eyeballs. And, in perhaps the
most famous eye image of that era, Luis Buiiuel's
1929 film, Un Chien Anda/au, opens with footage of
an eyeball being slit with a razor.
Sometime after Filmgegner van Heute-Filnifrermde
van Morgen was published, Richter apparently needed
another copy of the photograph that had appeared
in the book-for reasons that are unknown; so he
simply photographed the page in the book. It is this
signed, titled, dated, and annotated second-generation
print that was recently added to the Center's collection.

DURING THE EARLY YEARS OF AVANT-GARDE CINEMA IN

Europe just after World War I, artistic exploration of
moving pictures was predominantly carried out by
dadaists and surrealists. In spite of a reputation for
modernism and for wide-ranging interests in nearly
every medium, little if any work was done with film
at the Bauhaus during its entire existence, even though
Germany was a center of avant-garde cinema activity.
In 1916, Hans Richter (1888-1976), a young Ger
man soldier and artist who had been wounded in
the war, went to Zurich, Switzerland, to recuperate.
There he met Tristan Tzara and was soon involved
in the dada movement. Through Tzara, Richter was
introduced to the Swedish artist, Viking Eggeling.
Both Richter and Eggeling had been working with
the musical notions of rhythm and counterpoint in
their paintings, and the two became close friends and
artistic collaborators until Eggeling's premature death
in 1925. After extending the idea into long scroll
paintings, they realized that the ideal medium for
their work was film.
Working at the estate of Eggeling's parents just
outside Berlin, Richter produced his first film in 1921
-Rhythm 21 1 a totally abstract piece. In 1925, having
made several more abstract films, he saw Fernand
Leger's film, Ballet Meca11ique, which Leger had made
the year before. Richter was impressed with the way
in which Leger had been able to blend and sequence
images from the real world with totally abstract and
non-real images of forms such as circles and triangles.
Richter's next film, Filmsllldie (1926), made use of this
technique, letting real and non-real images develop
"from one sequence to the other by association and
analogies."' In Richter's own words, the film was an
"incorporation of natural elements in a poetic relation
with abstract forms. "2
In 1929, Richter wrote a book on film to accom
pany the Film 1111d Foto exhibition being held in Stutt
gart. His book, Filmgeg11er vo11 He11te-Filmfreu11de vo11

NOTES
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'Ha11s Ric/,rer by Ha11s Ric/,rer (New York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston,
1971), p. 44.
'Ibid., p. 143.
'Hans Richter, Fi/111�e-�11er vo11 He111e-Fil11fre1111de vo11 Mor,ge11 (Ber
lin: Verlag Hermann Rcckcndorf, 1929), p. 92.
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